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導入



J-PARC E17 -K1.8BR最初の実験-

Auger electron!K-

3He

“最終軌道” (K--Heでは2p) のシフトと幅は低エネルギー極限での
反K中間子-原子核間の強い相互作用の情報を持つ

K中間子3He
K-中間子と3He原子核のクーロン束縛状態

高励起状態で生成
n ~ 30

4d

3d

4f

2p

(クーロン力のみ)
原子核吸収

強い相互作用

シフト ΔE2p 

幅　　 Γ2p

3d → 2p X-ray
(~6.2 keV)

斥力的

引力的

E17 では K-3Heの3d → 2p X 線を2 eV未満の精度で測定



K--He X線測定の現状

‣ 古い4He測定データは大きな2pシフト
→光学模型による計算~0 eVシフトと矛盾
“Kaonic Helium puzzle” [e

V]
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the kaonic atom data are also reproduced well by the chiral
unitary model, as we will see later on, it seems that the
strong shifts and widths of the kaonic atoms are mainly de-
termined by the optical potential strength at a certain nuclear
density, !"!0/4. This was the case of pionic atoms #15$
although the effective densities felt by the pions were differ-
ent.
We would like to mention other density dependent scat-

tering lengths obtained by the phenomenological fit of #16$.
One of their results can be written as

ae f f%!&!%"0.15#0.62i &#%1.66"0.04i &#!/!0$0.24 #fm$ .
%4&

The real part of this effective scattering length also changes
its sign and provides an attractive interaction in the nuclear
medium. However, the real part depends on the density much
more strongly than our results and gives Re ae f f(!0)
!1.51 #fm$ . On the other hand, the density dependence of
the imaginary part is rather flat and the strength is similar to
our results.

III. KAONIC ATOM STRUCTURE

We study the properties of kaonic bound states by solving
the Klein-Gordon equation

#"'! 2#(2#2(Vopt%r &$)%r! &!#E"VCoul%r &$2)%r! &.
%5&

Here, ( is the kaon-nucleus reduced mass and VCoul(r) is
the Coulomb potential with a finite nuclear size:

VCoul%r &!"e2! !p%r!&

"r!"r!!"
d3r!, %6&

where !p(r) is the proton density distribution. We take the
Woods-Saxon form for the density and keep the shapes of
neutron and proton density distributions the same:

!%r &!!n%r &#!p%r &!
!0

1#exp#%r"R &/a$
, %7&

where we use R!1.18A1/3"0.48 #fm$ and a!0.5 #fm$ with
A the nuclear mass number.
The kaon-nucleus optical potential is related to the kaon

self-energy in nuclear matter as *K!2(Vopt . We use the
optical potential in a finite nucleus. In coordinate space this
is accomplished by means of the local density approximation
%LDA&, where ! of nuclear matter is substituted by !(r) of
the nucleus. This procedure is exact for the lowest order term
in the density of the S-wave self-energy and arguments were
given in #17$ for the accuracy of the LDA in higher orders.
At the same time the translation code from nuclear matter to
finite nuclei for P waves was also given. Thus, we have

2(Vopt%r &!"4+,ae f f%!&!%r &, %8&

with the effective scattering length ae f f and , defined in
Sec. II.

We solve the Klein-Gordon equation numerically follow-
ing the method of Oset and Salcedo #18$. The applications of
the method to the pionic atom studies were reported in detail
in Ref. #19$.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We show here the numerical results on kaonic atoms with
the optical potential obtained from the local density approxi-
mation using the chiral unitary selfenergy at various nuclear
matter densities. We show in Fig. 3 the energy shifts and
widths for several kaonic atoms in comparison with data.
The calculated results agree with the experimental data well.
The quality of the agreement is as good as the phenomeno-
logical potentials. We note, here, that the theoretical model
does not contain any free parameter to reproduce the data.
The energy levels for atomic kaonic states in O and Ca

are shown in Fig. 4, where the results of the chiral model and
those of the phenomenological model #Eq. %4&$ are com-
pared. We can see that the results obtained with both poten-
tials are very similar. We find that the deep atomic states
such as 1s in 40Ca, still unobserved, appear with narrower
widths than the separation between levels and are predicted
to be quasistable states. Similar results to those of the phe-
nomenological potential shown in Fig. 4 were reported by
Friedman and Gal #21$.
In Fig. 5, we show the energy levels including the shallow

atomic and the deep nuclear kaonic states of Ca using the
chiral unitary model potential. The shallow atomic states are
shown by dashed bars. The deep nuclear ones are shown by

FIG. 3. The calculated energy shifts and widths are shown as
functions of the nucleus atomic number for 2p , 3d , and 4 f kaonic
atom states. Experimental data are also shown #20$.

CHIRAL UNITARY MODEL FOR THE KAONIC ATOM PHYSICAL REVIEW C 61 055205

055205-3

S. Hirenzaki et al. 
PRC 61 (2000) 055205

chiral unitary + optical potential 

WG71: C.E. Wiegand, R. Pehl, PRL 27 (1971) 1410.
BT79 :  C.J. Batty, et al., NPA 326 (1979) 455.
BR83 : S. Baird, et al., NPA 392 (1983) 297

-43±8 eV

Z=2



K--He X線測定の現状
‣ KEK E570が高精度でK--4He再測定

→”Kaonic Helium puzzle” 解決

‣ その後SIDDHARTAが確認 [e
V]
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existed in the incident beam) on high-purity titanium and nickel
foils placed just behind the target cell. The energy of the kaonic-
helium 3d ! 2p x-ray, "6.4 keV, lies between the character-
istic x-ray energies, 4.5 keV(Ti) and 7.5 keV(Ni). To obtain
high-statistics energy calibration spectra, we accumulated SDD
self-triggered events together with the stopped-K# triggered
events, which provide high-accuracy in-situ calibration spectra.

To avoid detecting the background characteristic x-rays from
other than the titanium and nickel, high-purity aluminum foils
were placed on all objects in the view of the SDDs.

3. Analysis

Fig. 2 shows the correlation between the z-coordinate of
the reaction vertex and the light output of T0. Each compo-
nent of the target assembly (a carbon degrader, a target cell and
SDDs/foils) is clearly seen. We applied a fiducial volume cut of
#7.0 < z < 9.0 cm on the z coordinate as shown in Fig. 2, and
of

!
x2 + y2 < 11.0 cm on the radius from the target center.

Slower incident kaons, which give larger light output on T0,
stop upstream in the target, while faster kaons (hence smaller
pulse height) stop downstream. Events which follow this trend
were selected as stopped-K# events when lying within the
solid-lined box in Fig. 2.

Stopped-K#-timing events were selected using SDD timing
information to reduce the accidental background. Time resolu-
tion of the SDD after time-walk correction was "160 ns (! ) at
"83 K, which reflected the drift-time distribution of the elec-
trons in the SDD. Data within ± 2 standard deviations from the
average SDD hit timing were selected.

Fig. 3(a) shows a typical x-ray spectrum for SDD self-
triggered events, which is used for the energy calibration. Char-
acteristic x-ray peaks of titanium and nickel were obtained with
high statistics. Typical yields of titanium K" peaks are 5 $ 102

events per hour for each SDD. Time-dependent gain drift was
corrected about every 20 hours. The energy scale was calibrated
by K" lines of titanium and nickel with the well-known ener-
gies [10] and intensity ratios [11] of K"1 and K"2.

Fig. 2. A typical density plot between the z-coordinate of the reaction vertex
and the light output on T0, used to reject in-flight kaon decay/reaction events.

After applying the event selections described above and cal-
ibrating the energy scale, we obtained x-ray energy spectra for
stopped-K# triggered events shown in Fig. 3. Kaonic-helium
3d ! 2p, 4d ! 2p and 5d ! 2p transitions are clearly ob-
served, while the Ti and Ni x-ray peaks are greatly suppressed.
Fig. 3(b) and (c) respectively show the x-ray spectra taken in
the runs in October 2005 (cycle 1) and December 2005 (cy-

Fig. 3. (a) A typical x-ray spectrum for self-triggered events which provides
high-statistics energy-calibration information. (b), (c) Measured x-ray spectra
for stopped-K# events obtained from the runs in October 2005 (cycle 1) and
December 2005 (cycle 2) respectively. A fit line is also shown for each spec-
trum, along with individual functions of the fit. The fit residuals are shown
under each spectrum, with thin lines denoting the ±2! values of the data, where
! is the standard deviation due to the counting statistics.
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S/N            × 6

S.Okada et al.  PLB 653 (2007) 387

KEK-E570:  S.Okada et al.  PLB 653 (2007) 387
SIDDHARTA : B. Bazzi et al. PLB 681 (2009) 310
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K--He X線測定の現状

‣ SIDDHARTAがK--3Heを初めて測定

‣ K--3Heでも巨大な2pシフトは無い [e
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6.0 keV, and the kaonic nitrogen 6h ! 5g at 7.6 keV. These kaonic atom X-
rays were produced by kaons stopping in the target window made of Kapton
(Polyimide) (C22H10O5N2). The identification of these lines was confirmed
in the analysis of data taken with other target gases (hydrogen, deuterium,
and helium-4).
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Figure 5: Energy spectrum of the kaonic 3He X-rays in coincidence with theK+K! events.
The kaonic 3He 3d ! 2p transition is seen at 6.2 keV. Together with this peak, small peaks
are seen, which are the kaonic atom X-ray lines produced by kaons stopping in the target
window made of Kapton (Polyimide), and the Ti K! line at 4.5 keV.

The kaonic helium L! peak was fitted with a Voigt function, which is
a convolution of a Gaussian and a Lorentzian. The fit lines are shown in
the figure. The energy resolution of the peak is consistent with the value
obtained from the non-coincidence data (about 150 eV (FWHM) at 6.2 keV).
The natural linewidth was below the detection limit in our statistics. The
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K--He X線測定の現状

‣ しかし現状の測定精度では大きなシフト(>5 eV)があるのか、
シフトが引力的か斥力的か判別不能

‣ K--3HeについてもE570以上の精度のデータが必要→J-PARC E17

• 赤石山崎モデルの検証、大きなシフトがあるか？ポテンシャルの深さは？
• 斥力的シフト → P波原子核状態が存在

Y. Akaishi EXA05 proceedings
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実験手法
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8 Silicon Drift Detectors

Fig. 1. Cross-section of a cylindrical Silicon Drift Detector
(SDD) for X-ray spectroscopy. Electrons are guided by an elec-
tric "eld to the collecting anode in the center.

Fig. 2. Calculated potential energy for electrons in the SDD
shown in Fig. 1. The entire volume is depleted and sensitive to
ionising radiation. Electrons drift to the collecting anode, which
is the point of lowest potential energy.

particle's interaction point. The second coordinate
is given by an appropriate segmentation of the
collecting anode(s). The SDD concept is of great
#exibility in the choice of anode arrangements and
drift directions. For instance, two-dimensional
(x, y)-position sensors with an active area of
4.2!3.6 cm! have been fabricated [2] as well as
cylindrical (r,!)-detectors with a diameter of 10 cm
and an angular resolution of 13, realised by a radial
drift "eld and 360 anodes placed along the edge of
a 4! wafer [3].

2. Silicon Drift Detectors for X-ray spectroscopy

In an advanced SDD design optimised for ap-
plications in X-ray spectroscopy, the concentric
ring-shaped p! strip system for the generation of
the drift "eld and the collecting anode in their
center are placed on one side of the structure, while
the opposite surface is covered by a non-structured
p! junction acting as homogeneous radiation en-
trance window (Fig. 1) [4,5]. The calculated elec-
tron potential of a biased SDD is shown in Fig. 2 in
a section through the anode perpendicular to the
surface. In the back there is the equipotential of the
entrance window, the "eld strips with their step-like
increasing negative potential are shown in the
front. The voltage of the "eld strips is de"ned by an
integrated voltage divider, only the "rst and the last
ring must be biased externally. There is no "eld-free
region in the device, i.e. the whole volume is sensi-
tive to the absorption of ionising radiation and

each generated electron has to fall down to the
point of lowest potential energy, which is the anode
in the center of the front side. SDDs of this type are
not used as position sensors, but as energy disper-
sive detectors for X-rays and charged particles,
taking advantage of the small value of the anode
capacitance, which is almost independent of the
detector area. For a given number of collected
electrons this quality translates to a large ampli-
tude and a short rise time of the output signal.
Compared to a conventional photodiode of equal
size which is operated under the same conditions
(e.g. temperature, noise of readout electronics) the
SDD can be operated at higher count rates and it
yields a substantially better energy resolution, be-
cause the signal is less sensitive to the noise contri-
bution of the subsequent amplifying electronics.

At the semiconductor laboratory of Max Planck
Institut fuK r Physik and Max Planck Institut fuK r
extraterrestrische Physik (MPI-HLL) in Munich,
SDDs for X-ray spectroscopy with di!erent
readout concepts have been designed, fabricated,
and tested:
(a) SDDs with a `traditionala external ampli"er

connected to the anode by a bond wire,
(b) SDDs with the ampli"er's input stage inte-

grated on the detector chip.

282 P. Lechner et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 458 (2001) 281}287
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SDD中のポテンシャル分布

Anode

A novel silicon detector  by KETEK
NIMA 225(1984)608

E17
低温(~130K)で運用
プリアンプも真空槽中

• 小さなアノード→ 高エネルギー分解能
                                  (~ 150 eV FWHM @ 6 keV) 

• 大きな有効面積 : 100 mm2

• 薄い有効層 : 450 μm　→ コンプトンBGを抑制

• 時間分解能 < 500 ns FWHM @ 110~130 K
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existed in the incident beam) on high-purity titanium and nickel
foils placed just behind the target cell. The energy of the kaonic-
helium 3d ! 2p x-ray, "6.4 keV, lies between the character-
istic x-ray energies, 4.5 keV(Ti) and 7.5 keV(Ni). To obtain
high-statistics energy calibration spectra, we accumulated SDD
self-triggered events together with the stopped-K# triggered
events, which provide high-accuracy in-situ calibration spectra.

To avoid detecting the background characteristic x-rays from
other than the titanium and nickel, high-purity aluminum foils
were placed on all objects in the view of the SDDs.

3. Analysis

Fig. 2 shows the correlation between the z-coordinate of
the reaction vertex and the light output of T0. Each compo-
nent of the target assembly (a carbon degrader, a target cell and
SDDs/foils) is clearly seen. We applied a fiducial volume cut of
#7.0 < z < 9.0 cm on the z coordinate as shown in Fig. 2, and
of
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x2 + y2 < 11.0 cm on the radius from the target center.

Slower incident kaons, which give larger light output on T0,
stop upstream in the target, while faster kaons (hence smaller
pulse height) stop downstream. Events which follow this trend
were selected as stopped-K# events when lying within the
solid-lined box in Fig. 2.

Stopped-K#-timing events were selected using SDD timing
information to reduce the accidental background. Time resolu-
tion of the SDD after time-walk correction was "160 ns (! ) at
"83 K, which reflected the drift-time distribution of the elec-
trons in the SDD. Data within ± 2 standard deviations from the
average SDD hit timing were selected.

Fig. 3(a) shows a typical x-ray spectrum for SDD self-
triggered events, which is used for the energy calibration. Char-
acteristic x-ray peaks of titanium and nickel were obtained with
high statistics. Typical yields of titanium K" peaks are 5 $ 102

events per hour for each SDD. Time-dependent gain drift was
corrected about every 20 hours. The energy scale was calibrated
by K" lines of titanium and nickel with the well-known ener-
gies [10] and intensity ratios [11] of K"1 and K"2.

Fig. 2. A typical density plot between the z-coordinate of the reaction vertex
and the light output on T0, used to reject in-flight kaon decay/reaction events.

After applying the event selections described above and cal-
ibrating the energy scale, we obtained x-ray energy spectra for
stopped-K# triggered events shown in Fig. 3. Kaonic-helium
3d ! 2p, 4d ! 2p and 5d ! 2p transitions are clearly ob-
served, while the Ti and Ni x-ray peaks are greatly suppressed.
Fig. 3(b) and (c) respectively show the x-ray spectra taken in
the runs in October 2005 (cycle 1) and December 2005 (cy-

Fig. 3. (a) A typical x-ray spectrum for self-triggered events which provides
high-statistics energy-calibration information. (b), (c) Measured x-ray spectra
for stopped-K# events obtained from the runs in October 2005 (cycle 1) and
December 2005 (cycle 2) respectively. A fit line is also shown for each spec-
trum, along with individual functions of the fit. The fit residuals are shown
under each spectrum, with thin lines denoting the ±2! values of the data, where
! is the standard deviation due to the counting statistics.
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existed in the incident beam) on high-purity titanium and nickel
foils placed just behind the target cell. The energy of the kaonic-
helium 3d ! 2p x-ray, "6.4 keV, lies between the character-
istic x-ray energies, 4.5 keV(Ti) and 7.5 keV(Ni). To obtain
high-statistics energy calibration spectra, we accumulated SDD
self-triggered events together with the stopped-K# triggered
events, which provide high-accuracy in-situ calibration spectra.

To avoid detecting the background characteristic x-rays from
other than the titanium and nickel, high-purity aluminum foils
were placed on all objects in the view of the SDDs.

3. Analysis

Fig. 2 shows the correlation between the z-coordinate of
the reaction vertex and the light output of T0. Each compo-
nent of the target assembly (a carbon degrader, a target cell and
SDDs/foils) is clearly seen. We applied a fiducial volume cut of
#7.0 < z < 9.0 cm on the z coordinate as shown in Fig. 2, and
of

!
x2 + y2 < 11.0 cm on the radius from the target center.

Slower incident kaons, which give larger light output on T0,
stop upstream in the target, while faster kaons (hence smaller
pulse height) stop downstream. Events which follow this trend
were selected as stopped-K# events when lying within the
solid-lined box in Fig. 2.

Stopped-K#-timing events were selected using SDD timing
information to reduce the accidental background. Time resolu-
tion of the SDD after time-walk correction was "160 ns (! ) at
"83 K, which reflected the drift-time distribution of the elec-
trons in the SDD. Data within ± 2 standard deviations from the
average SDD hit timing were selected.

Fig. 3(a) shows a typical x-ray spectrum for SDD self-
triggered events, which is used for the energy calibration. Char-
acteristic x-ray peaks of titanium and nickel were obtained with
high statistics. Typical yields of titanium K" peaks are 5 $ 102

events per hour for each SDD. Time-dependent gain drift was
corrected about every 20 hours. The energy scale was calibrated
by K" lines of titanium and nickel with the well-known ener-
gies [10] and intensity ratios [11] of K"1 and K"2.

Fig. 2. A typical density plot between the z-coordinate of the reaction vertex
and the light output on T0, used to reject in-flight kaon decay/reaction events.

After applying the event selections described above and cal-
ibrating the energy scale, we obtained x-ray energy spectra for
stopped-K# triggered events shown in Fig. 3. Kaonic-helium
3d ! 2p, 4d ! 2p and 5d ! 2p transitions are clearly ob-
served, while the Ti and Ni x-ray peaks are greatly suppressed.
Fig. 3(b) and (c) respectively show the x-ray spectra taken in
the runs in October 2005 (cycle 1) and December 2005 (cy-

Fig. 3. (a) A typical x-ray spectrum for self-triggered events which provides
high-statistics energy-calibration information. (b), (c) Measured x-ray spectra
for stopped-K# events obtained from the runs in October 2005 (cycle 1) and
December 2005 (cycle 2) respectively. A fit line is also shown for each spec-
trum, along with individual functions of the fit. The fit residuals are shown
under each spectrum, with thin lines denoting the ±2! values of the data, where
! is the standard deviation due to the counting statistics.

NiとTi の特性X線をK中間子ビーム
中に含まれるπ中間子で誘起し
KHe X線と平行して検出 

KHeX

チタンニッケル箔

多くの系統誤差を相殺可能
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existed in the incident beam) on high-purity titanium and nickel
foils placed just behind the target cell. The energy of the kaonic-
helium 3d ! 2p x-ray, "6.4 keV, lies between the character-
istic x-ray energies, 4.5 keV(Ti) and 7.5 keV(Ni). To obtain
high-statistics energy calibration spectra, we accumulated SDD
self-triggered events together with the stopped-K# triggered
events, which provide high-accuracy in-situ calibration spectra.

To avoid detecting the background characteristic x-rays from
other than the titanium and nickel, high-purity aluminum foils
were placed on all objects in the view of the SDDs.

3. Analysis

Fig. 2 shows the correlation between the z-coordinate of
the reaction vertex and the light output of T0. Each compo-
nent of the target assembly (a carbon degrader, a target cell and
SDDs/foils) is clearly seen. We applied a fiducial volume cut of
#7.0 < z < 9.0 cm on the z coordinate as shown in Fig. 2, and
of

!
x2 + y2 < 11.0 cm on the radius from the target center.

Slower incident kaons, which give larger light output on T0,
stop upstream in the target, while faster kaons (hence smaller
pulse height) stop downstream. Events which follow this trend
were selected as stopped-K# events when lying within the
solid-lined box in Fig. 2.

Stopped-K#-timing events were selected using SDD timing
information to reduce the accidental background. Time resolu-
tion of the SDD after time-walk correction was "160 ns (! ) at
"83 K, which reflected the drift-time distribution of the elec-
trons in the SDD. Data within ± 2 standard deviations from the
average SDD hit timing were selected.

Fig. 3(a) shows a typical x-ray spectrum for SDD self-
triggered events, which is used for the energy calibration. Char-
acteristic x-ray peaks of titanium and nickel were obtained with
high statistics. Typical yields of titanium K" peaks are 5 $ 102

events per hour for each SDD. Time-dependent gain drift was
corrected about every 20 hours. The energy scale was calibrated
by K" lines of titanium and nickel with the well-known ener-
gies [10] and intensity ratios [11] of K"1 and K"2.

Fig. 2. A typical density plot between the z-coordinate of the reaction vertex
and the light output on T0, used to reject in-flight kaon decay/reaction events.

After applying the event selections described above and cal-
ibrating the energy scale, we obtained x-ray energy spectra for
stopped-K# triggered events shown in Fig. 3. Kaonic-helium
3d ! 2p, 4d ! 2p and 5d ! 2p transitions are clearly ob-
served, while the Ti and Ni x-ray peaks are greatly suppressed.
Fig. 3(b) and (c) respectively show the x-ray spectra taken in
the runs in October 2005 (cycle 1) and December 2005 (cy-

Fig. 3. (a) A typical x-ray spectrum for self-triggered events which provides
high-statistics energy-calibration information. (b), (c) Measured x-ray spectra
for stopped-K# events obtained from the runs in October 2005 (cycle 1) and
December 2005 (cycle 2) respectively. A fit line is also shown for each spec-
trum, along with individual functions of the fit. The fit residuals are shown
under each spectrum, with thin lines denoting the ±2! values of the data, where
! is the standard deviation due to the counting statistics.

□ 反応点を再構成し標的内事象を選択
        (標的: 1g/cm2 , R=3.2 cm)

□ 標的直前でのエネルギー損失と
   反応点の位置との相関でin-flight 
   decay/reaction 事象を除去

E0カウンター
E570 data



SIDDHARTAとの比較
J-PARC E17

(E570の実験手法を踏襲) SIDDHARTA

Silicon Drift Detector (SDD)
100 mm2 × 8, ~1.0%

X線検出器
acceptance

Silicon Drift Detector (SDD)
100 mm2 × 144,~10%

~130 K
時間分解能 ~ 500 ns FWHM SDD温度 ~170 K

時間分解能 ~ 700 ns FWHM

πに誘起されたTI&Ni X線
in-beam

 エネルギー校正
X線管でTi&Cu X線を誘起
高統計, 低BG, rate依存性

入射ビーム&2次粒子飛跡検出
標的直前でのdEdX測定

標的内事象選択 ×

液体/Be容器
他のKaonic atom X線のなし

標的／標的容器
気体／Kapton容器

コンプトン散乱少、KC/KN/KO

FADCによる波形解析等パイルアップ除去
応答関数の詳細なstudy

その他
複数の既知のX線ピーク
水素、重水素標的のデータ



秋のビームタイムの利用



K1.8BR experimental area @ Oct, 2010

D5CDS

target

3He gas 
system

beam
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ビームライン調整
‣ E17 で使用予定の 0.9 GeV を中心に調整

• 光学(D,Q,S,O)、Acceptance、Slit、Yield, 中心運動量

‣ K1.1BRの建設等で昨年度と状況が変化
• SlitのOffset、Pionのハロー等
• 毎サイクル、中心運動量の測定やSlit位置の確認が必要
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CDS校正　-詳細は金曜朝の佐田氏の講演-

‣ 0.9 GeV/c π+ビーム : πp 弾性散乱

‣ 磁場なしで直線飛跡測定のデータ取得

‣ Efficiency>99%, CDH 分解能σ=71ns (宇宙線データ）

宇宙線データ

Typical event



Run 36 -SDD commissioning -0.9 GeV/c K-tune beam-

date run# time rate on
“Defining”

meta
run# remark

Nov 8
2.9 kW

High rate 0~4 3 h ~400 k/spill 1Nov 8
2.9 kW Middle rate 5~7 3 h 100 k 2

Nov 8~9
3.15 kW

High rate 8~9 2.5 h 400 k 3

Nov 8~9
3.15 kW

Middle rate 10~12 3.5 h 100 k 4
Nov 8~9
3.15 kW Self 13 45 min 1 M 5Nov 8~9
3.15 kW

Direct Hit 15/19 45/35 min 50 k 6, 7 D5=-1540/-1435

Nov 8~9
3.15 kW

Beam profile 16, 18, 21 40 min

Nov 9~10
3.55 kW

High rate 23, 26 1.5 h 400 k 8

Nov 9~10
3.55 kW

pileup run 24~25 1 h 400 k 9 highTh VETO
0.1

Nov 9~10
3.55 kW

low rate 27 2 h 40 k 10
Nov 9~10
3.55 kW High rate 28~31 3.5 h 400 k 11Nov 9~10
3.55 kW

beam profile 32~34 20 min

Nov 9~10
3.55 kW

Self pileup 35~36 1 h 1.4 M 12, 13 highTh VETO
0.1 / 0.01

Nov 9~10
3.55 kW

beam profile 37 20 min

Additionally, Sr90 data were taken during day-time
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SDD校正

‣ 8台のSDD全てビーム中で正常に動作
• エネルギー分解能 ~150 eV @ 6.2 keV

‣ “calibration spectrum”のS/NはE570より改善
• rate依存性はほぼない

‣ 特性X線のYieldはMCと一致

Fe foil SDDsPreamp Box

Ti & Ni foils
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existed in the incident beam) on high-purity titanium and nickel
foils placed just behind the target cell. The energy of the kaonic-
helium 3d ! 2p x-ray, "6.4 keV, lies between the character-
istic x-ray energies, 4.5 keV(Ti) and 7.5 keV(Ni). To obtain
high-statistics energy calibration spectra, we accumulated SDD
self-triggered events together with the stopped-K# triggered
events, which provide high-accuracy in-situ calibration spectra.

To avoid detecting the background characteristic x-rays from
other than the titanium and nickel, high-purity aluminum foils
were placed on all objects in the view of the SDDs.

3. Analysis

Fig. 2 shows the correlation between the z-coordinate of
the reaction vertex and the light output of T0. Each compo-
nent of the target assembly (a carbon degrader, a target cell and
SDDs/foils) is clearly seen. We applied a fiducial volume cut of
#7.0 < z < 9.0 cm on the z coordinate as shown in Fig. 2, and
of

!
x2 + y2 < 11.0 cm on the radius from the target center.

Slower incident kaons, which give larger light output on T0,
stop upstream in the target, while faster kaons (hence smaller
pulse height) stop downstream. Events which follow this trend
were selected as stopped-K# events when lying within the
solid-lined box in Fig. 2.

Stopped-K#-timing events were selected using SDD timing
information to reduce the accidental background. Time resolu-
tion of the SDD after time-walk correction was "160 ns (! ) at
"83 K, which reflected the drift-time distribution of the elec-
trons in the SDD. Data within ± 2 standard deviations from the
average SDD hit timing were selected.

Fig. 3(a) shows a typical x-ray spectrum for SDD self-
triggered events, which is used for the energy calibration. Char-
acteristic x-ray peaks of titanium and nickel were obtained with
high statistics. Typical yields of titanium K" peaks are 5 $ 102

events per hour for each SDD. Time-dependent gain drift was
corrected about every 20 hours. The energy scale was calibrated
by K" lines of titanium and nickel with the well-known ener-
gies [10] and intensity ratios [11] of K"1 and K"2.

Fig. 2. A typical density plot between the z-coordinate of the reaction vertex
and the light output on T0, used to reject in-flight kaon decay/reaction events.

After applying the event selections described above and cal-
ibrating the energy scale, we obtained x-ray energy spectra for
stopped-K# triggered events shown in Fig. 3. Kaonic-helium
3d ! 2p, 4d ! 2p and 5d ! 2p transitions are clearly ob-
served, while the Ti and Ni x-ray peaks are greatly suppressed.
Fig. 3(b) and (c) respectively show the x-ray spectra taken in
the runs in October 2005 (cycle 1) and December 2005 (cy-

Fig. 3. (a) A typical x-ray spectrum for self-triggered events which provides
high-statistics energy-calibration information. (b), (c) Measured x-ray spectra
for stopped-K# events obtained from the runs in October 2005 (cycle 1) and
December 2005 (cycle 2) respectively. A fit line is also shown for each spec-
trum, along with individual functions of the fit. The fit residuals are shown
under each spectrum, with thin lines denoting the ±2! values of the data, where
! is the standard deviation due to the counting statistics.
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E570 SDD self trigger data

K3He Lα energy



FADC & ビームラインデータ
‣ 2nd level triggerの構築によってBeam-lineのdataも取得

• チェンバートラッキングでフォイル位置を選択

• TOFによる粒子識別などの解析も可能

‣ TKO DAQに平行してVME DAQで波形データ等を取得
• offlineでTKO-VMEのイベント照合に成功

• パイルアップ事象の解析等

9

Data synchronization check - result
- After matching the spill number and event id, 
correlation between TKO and VME PADC shows if the synchronization is correct: 
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TKO - VME offline synchronization OK.

Mon, Nov 29, 2010
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(pedestal > 200)

slightly tilted !!

Need some quantities to distinguish these events 
from normal events

6th/Nov/2006 E570 
analysis report 

Tatsuno
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<- Left: a typical FADC event 
pulse shape. 32 sample points 
for 10 microsecond time gate;  
first 4 to 5 samples as the 
pedestal, how to extract pileup 
information? 
( roughly 0.3 mV / channel )

FADC analysis - pedestal

-> Right: typical FADC pulse of 
E570. Average of pedestal 
region used for pile up analysis. 
( see next page )

Mon, Nov 29, 2010



その他の準備状況



液体3He標的

200.0000

w/o SDD (E15) w/ 4SDD w/ 8 SDD (est.)
Temp. in Target Cell 1.3 K 1.4 K < 1.5 K
L4He Consumption 45 L/day 65 L/day 85 L/day
Heat load to 1K part 0.19 W 0.26 W 0.33 W

cf. 0.48 W @E570

3He 

4He-II 

evacuation

flow

flow

気体3Heを超流動4Heで液化
3He自身の対流を利用して標的容器までの熱輸送

KEKで3Heの液化、
熱負荷の抑制に成功

先週からJ-PARCでの
Heテストを開始



まとめ 

‣ K1.8BR最初の実験であるJ-PARC E17は

K中間子3Heの3d→2p X線を2 eV未満の精度で測定する。

• ~0 eVシフト or  >5 eV シフト? シフトの符号？

‣ 今秋のビームタイムでビーム調整

CDS及びSDDの校正データ取得を行った。

‣ 3He標的等他の準備も完了しつつある。

‣ 2011年中に物理データの取得完了を目指す。


